


Tornado -  Jewelry collection 

Evoking the tribal look in a contemporary manner, the jewelry had a compelling detail 
format. A fashionable effect of tornado or swirls in yellow metal strips was created and 
wound cleverly around the necks and wrists. The tribal inspired graduating stripes for the 
neck ornaments had one of the entries rising in front of the bodice for added impact. 



Design Brief 

To come up with a range of Personal Adornments, taking inspiration form the Adornments 
of Long neck tribe from Myanmar converting the complexity and the curls into a modern 
and high class adornments. 

 

This project is an extension of  the jewelry collection created using thing wires of 
aluminum and brass. Here we had explored brass sheet strips and stricted to follow same 
technique that is coiling and tried to create some unique forms 



The Making Process 

 
The coiling technique is explored in various possible forms. 

- Play of light & shadow 

- Elegant & Comfortable 

 

Similarly we can develop any desired form of jewelry using coiling technique 
for creating jewelry for various parts of body i.e as headgear, neck, arms, 
waist etc. 
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Mock Up development 
 

Firstly paper strips are used to create all possible forms to understand visual appeal 
and to see the possibilities 

 













































The making process 

After paper mock ups now is the time to take the real material that is brass sheet 
metal to create similar forms as created using paper strips. 

 

We started with cutting strips of brass sheet and then the coiling process using 
hand tools, tried to achieve closest forms that we had created using paper. 











The coiled strips are riveted together that 
makes it adjustable as per requirement and 
ease of use. 















IIJW Fashion show  
 

The images  are from IIJW fashion show by professional models. The collection was 
highly appreciated  by the  audience . 

 



Wrist wear after polishing 


















